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For a number of optical applications, it is advantageous to precisely tune the refractive
index of a liquid. Here, we harness a well-established concept in optics for this purpose.
The Kramers–Kronig relation provides a physical connection between the spectral
variation of the (real) refractive index and the absorption coeﬃcient. In particular,
a sharp spectral variation of the absorption coeﬃcient gives rise to either an
enhancement or reduction of the refractive index in the spectral vicinity of this
variation. By using bright commodity dyes that fulﬁl this absorption requirement, we
demonstrate the use of the Kramers–Kronig relation to predictively obtain refractive
index values in water solutions that are otherwise only attained with toxic specialised
liquids.

1 Introduction
The refractive index of a dielectric optical medium is typically considered to be an
intrinsic property that is closely linked to the dipole moments of the atoms and
molecules that constitute the optical medium.1 The tuning of optical substances –
liquid as well as solid – by either doping the optical medium with high dipolestrength substances or by designing the chemical nature of the medium is
commonplace. The latter is for example exploited in the manufacture of liquids
with high refractive indices that are used to increase the resolution in photolithography. Commercial immersion liquids with refractive indices beyond 1.60
are usually composed of methylene iodide, arsenic tribromide, arsenic disulde,
sulfur and selenium.2–6 While widely used in industrial applications, these
immersion liquids are toxic and the rational design of novel liquids based on nontoxic materials would be useful. This is particularly relevant for biological and
medical high-resolution imaging, such as total internal reection uorescence
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microscopy,7 where high-index optics based on sapphire lenses facilitate superresolution.8
To this end, it is useful to consider the fundamental theories of the propagation of light. Based on the nite speed of the propagation of light, the consequences of causality for mathematical relationships of optical constants were
considered nearly 100 years ago: for the scattering of light from an object,
causality requires that “no scattered wave can exist before the incident wave has
reached the scattering center”.9 Based on this consideration, Kramers10 showed
that the refractive index of a medium can be calculated from its absorption
spectrum. Combined with Kronig’s11 argument that a “dispersion relation is
a suﬃcient and a necessary condition for strict causality to hold”, this establishes
the well-known Kramers–Kronig relations, which constitute the connection
between the in- and out-of-phase responses of a system to sinusoidal perturbations. Mathematically, the Kramers–Kronig relations connect the real and imaginary parts of any complex function that is analytic in the upper half-plane and
vanishes suﬃciently fast for large arguments.9,12 Physically, such a function
corresponds to an analytical linear response function of nite width in the time
domain.
For an optical system with a complex refractive index n ¼ n + ik, with n(u) the
‘real’ refractive index and k(u) the extinction coeﬃcient, both of which vary with
the angular frequency of the electromagnetic eld u, the Kramers–Kronig relation
can be written as9
ðN 0  0
uk u
2
0
nðuÞ  1 ¼ P
du ;
(1)
02
2
p
0 u u
where P denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral.
When used in spectroscopy, it is useful to write eqn (1) in terms of the optical
wavelength l ¼ 2pc/u, where c is the speed of light. A substitution of the integration variable yields
 0
ðN
k l
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0
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An additional requirement of the Kramers–Kronig relation is the superconvergence theorem,9 leading to


ðN  0
Dn l
p kðlÞ
0
¼ 0;
(3)
dl
¼
lim
l/0 2
l
l0 2
0
dening the asymptotic limit of the extinction coeﬃcient k, which is related to the
experimentally measured absorption coeﬃcient by
a¼

4p
kðlÞ:
l

(4)

The use of the Kramers–Kronig relation in optics is extremely well established.9,13–15 It is oen used to determine the spectral variation n(l) of an analyte
from a measured absorption spectrum, and vice versa.
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While identical in terms of the underlying physics, this work explores an
alternative approach to creating new high refractive index liquids with a designed
optical response, by exploring the Kramers–Kronig relation. This concept was
illustrated by the refractive index dispersion of pigments in biological
samples,14,15 the oxygen saturation levels of human blood,13 and the high refractive index materials in the wing scales of pierid butteries.16

2 Results and discussion
2.1 Conceptualisation of the Kramers–Kronig approach
Our concept is illustrated in Fig. 1. To explore the physical limits of the Kramers–
Kronig eﬀect, i.e. the relation between absorption and refractive index change, we
assume a hypothetical pigment with a sharply dened boxcar-shaped absorption
band with k ¼ 2.5 in the 100–400 nm wavelength range (Fig. 1a). Fig. 1b shows
that in this hypothetical case, Dn is very strongly enhanced: Dn(400 nm) z 7;
Dn(400 nm)  Dn(N) z 4.8. A characteristic spectral feature of Dn is the longwavelength decay, the region of “normal” dispersion, which can be approximated by the Cauchy equation17
nC ¼ A + B/l2,

(5)

ð
ð
0  0  0
0 0  0
where A ¼ ð2=pÞ dl k l l and B ¼ ð2=pÞ dl l k l can be used as tting
parameters. Note that each spectral feature in the absorption spectrum gives rise
to a long-wavelength Cauchy decay, and these are additive,9 ultimately

Refractive index spectra, calculated by numerically solving eqn (2). (a) Hypothetical
extinction spectrum conﬁned to the 100–400 nm band. (b) Refractive index change Dn
corresponding to (a). (c) Alternative hypothetical extinction spectrum and (d) corresponding Dn spectrum. Similar plots with extinction spectra given by single Lorentzian
peaks are shown in Fig. S3.†

Fig. 1
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determining the overall refractive index variation of a given material in each
transparent wavelength window.
While perhaps somewhat unrealistic, Fig. 1a and b illustrate the scope of our
approach. Importantly, the enhancement of Dn extends to wavelengths where the
absorption coeﬃcient is practically zero. The strong enhancement close to, but
above, the absorption band makes this idea particularly attractive in applications
where only narrow-band illumination is required, e.g. telecommunication18 or
lenses for immersion lithography.19 By carefully selecting a short-wavelength
absorber, a high refractive index can be obtained in a controlled fashion.
Fig. 1c and d show a prediction which is closer to physical parameters that can
be achieved for liquids: an extinction coeﬃcient k ¼ 0.52 which corresponds to
a z 10.3 mm1 at l ¼ 630 nm for a 0.6 M Brilliant Blue solution in water (see
below). In this simulation, the absorption edge was smeared out over ca. 35 nm.
Here, an overall refractive index enhancement of z1 is expected at 400 nm
compared to the dye-free solution and a value of Dn z 0.8 is expected at 430 nm,
where the dye absorption has decayed to just a few percent of its maximal value.
While perhaps not as impressive as the hypothetical case in Fig. 1b, this concept
has the potential to enhance the refractive index of common liquids into the
range commonly reserved for specialised toxic liquids.3
2.2 Food dyes for water-based refractive index uids
To demonstrate the concept of refractive index tuning through the selection of an
appropriate absorber, four commonly used non-toxic, water-soluble dyes were
investigated: the triarylmethane dye “Brilliant Blue”, the azo dye “Allura Red”, the
sulfonated “Quinoline Yellow”, and the arylsulfonate “Pyranine”. The chemical
structures and IUPAC names are given in Fig. S1 in the ESI.† The rst three dyes
are common food colorants,20 while the last is a uorescent coloring agent used in
hair dye and text markers. All four are water-soluble, non-toxic commodity
compounds.
To start our investigation, UV-Vis transmission spectra of all four dyes were
acquired. Water solutions of the four dyes were prepared with a series of concentrations cd up to the solubility limit of the dyes (between 300 mM and 600 mM). The
spectral absorption coeﬃcients were then determined according to the Beer–Lambert
law, as shown in Fig. 2. The absorption spectrum of Allura Red shows rather broad
spectral peaks with a broad decay toward long wavelengths and an absorption peak at
about 500 nm. In contrast, Brilliant Blue, Quinoline Yellow, and Pyranine show
sharper spectral decays towards long wavelengths at 630 nm, 412 nm, and 428 nm,
respectively, which combine the prerequisite for a strong Dn enhancement at these
wavelengths according to eqn (2), with the possibility to achieve signicant Dn
enhancement in the spectral domain where light absorption is insignicant (see
Fig. 1). In particular, Brilliant Blue is an excellent candidate dye with a molar
absorbance of 17.25  0.04 cm1 at 630 nm.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry was employed to measure the spectral variation
n(l) of the various dye solutions, according to the protocol of Synowicki et al.21 In
this method, dye solution drops are placed onto a rough glass substrate. The
rough glass substrate enables the spreading of the water–dye solutions to provide
a planar liquid surface and it suppresses the specular back reection of the
incident light beam from the liquid–substrate interface. Since only the phase
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Faraday Discuss., 2020, 223, 136–144 | 139
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Fig. 2 Molar absorption spectra 3(l) ¼ a(l)/cd (left column) and refractive index variation
(right column) of the four dye solutions in water, (a and b) 0.6 M Brilliant Blue, (c and d)
0.3 M Allura Red, (e and f) 0.3 M Pyranine, and (g and h) 0.3 M Quinoline Yellow. In the right
column, the solid lines and the square symbols correspond to ellipsometry and refractometry measurements, respectively. The light coloured lines are calculated using the
Kramers–Kronig relations. The refractive index variation of water (grey lines) is shown for
comparison.

relationship of the light reected from the liquid–air surface is analysed, the
ellipsometry data analysis is not very sensitive to the imaginary part of the
refractive index k. Therefore, only the real part of the refractive index n(l) was
extracted from the ellipsometric data. To test the reliability of this approach, the
variation of the refractive index of water was determined in the 400–1000 nm
wavelength range and an agreement with literature data of better than 0.5% was
found (Fig. S2 in the ESI†). As a further test of the measurement protocol, a 6wavelength (455–655 nm) Abbe refractometer was also used, with a measurement
accuracy for refractive index of 4  104.
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The results of the ellipsometry and refractometry measurements for the
highest concentrations of the four dyes in water are shown in Fig. 2. A comparison
with the spectral variation of the absorption curves bears out the qualitative
variation of Dn in Fig. 1, i.e. all curves exhibit the signature predicted by the
Kramers–Kronig relations.
To calculate the variation of n(l) from the absorption curves in Fig. 2, the
limitations of the integration of eqn (2) have to be discussed. The prediction of
the Kramers–Kronig relation is only precise if the variation of the extinction
coeﬃcient k is known for the entire spectral wavelength range (0 / N). Since this
is generally impossible, we exploit the limiting properties of eqn (2) given by the
Cauchy equation (eqn (5)).
Considering, for example, an absorption spectrum with two distinct spectral
features (Fig. S3 in the ESI†), the integral in eqn (2) can be decomposed into two
separate integrations, the results of which are then added to yield the overall
spectral response n(l).9 In the range of the long-wavelength absorption peak, the
Dn contribution of the short-wavelength absorption peak can be approximated by
eqn (5), which can be added to the result of eqn (2).
In the absence of spectral information below l ¼ 250 nm, which strongly
aﬀects the long-wavelength variation of Dn, the following approach was therefore
adopted.
(1) Calculation of k(l) from the absorption curves in Fig. 2 using eqn (4), setting
k ¼ 0 for l < 250 nm and l > 1000 nm.
(2) Integration of eqn (2) to obtain Dn(l).
(3) Approximation of the refractive index variation of water nCw (Fig. S2 in the
ESI†) by eqn (5).
(4) Calculation of nKK(l) ¼ Dn(l) + nCw(l) + nCd(l), with another Cauchy-type
refractive index contribution of the dye, nCd(l), as given by eqn (5). The coeﬃcients A and B were tted so that nKK overlaps with the ellipsometry results in the
short and long wavelength ranges far from the oscillatory feature in Dn (Table S1
in the ESI†).
The motivation for the tting procedure resulting in nCd stems from the fact
that k(l) of the dye is unknown for l < 250 nm, the presence of which will give rise
to a Cauchy-type decay for l > 250 nm. Using this approach, an excellent agreement between calculated and measured refractive index spectra in the visible
wavelength range was found (Fig. 2b, d, f and h).

2.3 Refractive index tuning
The refractive index of the liquid can be further tuned by changing the concentration of the dye. Fig. 3a demonstrates that is it possible to precisely obtain
a desired refractive index at a target wavelength, by adjusting the concentration of
the Brilliant Blue dye. Fig. 3b clearly demonstrates that Dn enhancements of up to
z0.35 can be achieved in spectral regions where the absorption coeﬃcient is
close to zero. Further, the concentration series in Fig. 3a gives evidence for the
presence of a nite nCd in the visible range. With increasing dye concentration,
not only does the oscillatory feature of the refractive index become increasingly
pronounced, stemming from the single absorption peak at 630 nm, the “baseline”
at 380–400 nm also increases with dye concentration. Fig. 1 illustrates that Dn /
0 for shorter wavelengths compared to the absorption peak. Therefore, the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020 Faraday Discuss., 2020, 223, 136–144 | 141
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Fig. 3 Refractive index variation of Brilliant Blue solutions in water as a function of dye
concentration. (a) Ellipsometry measurements (solid lines) are compared to nKK(l) calculated using the Kramers–Kronig relation (eqn (2), dashed lines). Note the increase in the
refractive index at short wavelengths, which is indicative of additional dye absorption
peaks below 250 nm (see text).22 (b) A plot of the absorption coeﬃcient vs. Dn clearly
reveals a substantial Dn enhancement in spectral regions where the absorption coeﬃcient
is practically zero.

baseline variation indicates the presence of a Cauchy term, eqn (5), stemming
from dye absorption peaks below 380 nm.
The comparison of the calculated nKK with the measured ellipsometry spectra
is very good, given the fact that spectral information outside the 250–1000 nm
wavelength window is missing and Cauchy approximations were employed
instead. Note also that while the t determining nCd(l) improves the Kramers–
Kronig description of the experimental data, the predictive quality of nKK even in
the absence of any tting (i.e. setting nCd ¼ 0) is very good, showing the strength of
this approach (Fig. S4 in the ESI†).
A further way to control the refractive index of a liquid at a given wavelength is
the combination of the “traditional” method, the addition of a transparent
additive, with the present Kramers–Kronig approach. Fig. 4 shows the measured
refractive index spectra of 0.1 M Brilliant Blue dissolved in two sugar solutions.
The combination of raising the Cauchy background (eqn (5)) with the Kramers–
Kronig response of the dye provides a versatile way to control the refractive index
of the solution across large parts of the optical spectrum.
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Fig. 4 Refractive index variation of 100 mM Brilliant Blue dissolved in water (bottom

curve), 1 g mL1 sugar solution (middle curve) and 2 g mL1 sugar solution (top curve). The
dashed lines show the dye-free reference.

3 Conclusions
In summary, we have harnessed a nearly 100 year old concept in optics for the design
of refractive indices in liquids. When employing narrow bandwidth illumination, as
e.g. provided by lasers, the well-established Kramers–Kronig relations that link the
refractive index with the absorption coeﬃcient provide an approach to specically
obtain a target refractive index in any narrow wavelength band. Using common food
dyes, refractive indices close to 1.7 were obtained. It should be possible to further
enhance the refractive index variation by developing dyes that optimise the Kramers–
Kronig eﬀect, featuring high absorption coeﬃcients with a sharp long-wavelength
decay. Alternatively, it might be possible to suspend organic or inorganic nanoparticles in solution to harness the high extinction coeﬃcients of crystalline materials.16,23 Finally, while the refractive index enhancement at long wavelengths is larger
than the refractive index reduction of the Kramers–Kronig oscillation caused by
a well-dened absorption peak at shorter wavelengths, this eﬀect can also be
employed for targeted refractive index reduction, e.g. to index match or produce
narrow-band anti-reective coatings.
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